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OPINION 

from Professor DSc Douhomir Minev 

of the materials submitted for the competition to occupy  

the academic position 'Professor' at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology,  

for the needs of Department “Public Policy and Social Change” 

 

Associate Professor, Doctor of Sciences in Sociology Bojidar Ivkov is the only 

applicant who has submitted documents for participation in the competition for ‘Professor’ in 

the specialty "Sociology", promulgated in the State Gazette Issue 89 / 12.11.2019. 

 

1. General description of the materials presented 

The applicant has submitted the following materials for the competition: a specially published 

monograph entitled “Disability and Attitudes Towards People with Disabilities Through the Ages”; 

another published monograph entitled "Sociology of Disability" based on the thesis for "Doctor of 

Sciences in Sociology" degree, a collective monograph "Health Expenditures from Pocket and Health 

Inequalities in Bulgaria", in which the applicant is the author of 3 chapters and in other two is a co-

author. In addition, 1 longer paper and 20 papers are presented. 

2. General characteristics of the applicant's scientific, applied and pedagogical activity and 

which one is dominating 

The information provided by the applicant - according to the National Centre for Information 

and Documentation (NCID) table - indicates that he significantly exceeds the national minimum 

requirements for occupying the position of professor. The higher number of points is achieved mainly 

through the publications presented and through the following activities: leading a national research 

project; Successfully consulting defended PhD student; References in non-refereed journals, in 

monographs and peer-reviewed volumes. 

The highest number of points is achieved through the mentioned publications of the applicant. 

In the second place are the points received for quotations of Ivkov's publications. 

In my opinion, these formal quantitative estimates need some, albeit slight, correction. 

The point is that two of the articles referenced in the NCID report coincide with the articles 

submitted by the applicant for the Doctor of Science degree and should therefore be removed. These 

are the articles with the serial number in the lists 7.5 and 7.8 - respectively, entitled “Differences and 

inequalities in health of persons with different degrees of disability”, in: Social Medicine, Issue 2 of 

2018, and “Health Differences and Inequalities in People with and without Disabilities”, in: Social 

Medicine, Issue 4, 2017 
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The removal of both articles decreases only by 20 the total number of points and the sum of 

points on the indicators from 4-10. But I must emphasize explicitly that reducing the points achieved 

by the applicant by 20 does not significantly change the data for meeting the minimum requirements. 

The total number of points scored remains higher than the total number of minimum required points, 

as well as the total number of points on indicators 4-10 remains clearly higher than those required by 

these indicators. 

A similar correction is made in the list of articles submitted for review. In this list, three of the 

articles coincide with those submitted for the Doctor of Science degree. Two of them are the ones 

already mentioned above, and the third is the article "Health expenditure from the pocket of 

households in Bulgaria for hospital treatment", co-authored with Popivanov, Toneva and Draganov. 

3. Teaching experience of the applicant since the beginning of his career 

The above mentioned structure of the activities, by which the applicant covers the minimum 

required points for the position of professor, depicts that in his work, the scientific and applied 

activity, respectively, the relevant publications, prevail. His teaching activity consists mainly of 

lectures taught at the University of Veliko Turnovo, the leading of a successfully defended doctoral 

student at the University of Shoumen and the co-leading of a foreign doctoral student at the Institute of 

Philosophy and Sociology, who has already completed his major dissertation work and the defending 

of the thesis is forthcoming. 

4. Analysis of the applicant's scientific achievements, with a clear description of the scientific 

contributions 

 

In my opinion, the reference to the scientific contributions presented by the applicant does 

indeed contain significant achievements, both theoretically and applied. Of these, I would particularly 

emphasize a few results that seem particularly significant to me - I mean their social and political 

significance. 

1. First of all, I would point out that his entire work and relevant publications have laid the 

foundations and created the components of a sociological sub-discipline: the Sociology of Disability. 

2. Another important achievement is the results of the study on the direct costs for health of 

households of persons with disabilities. Identifying the problem of direct household expenses (pocket 

expenses) for health is of great social importance for three reasons. The first is that the problem is 

overlooked by researchers and institutions in Bulgaria. And the burden on households is really high - 

the largest in the EU, as depicted by data (I think of Eurostat), which was published about a year after 

the survey of Bojidar Ivkov and his other colleagues. The second reason for the high social importance 

of the high burden on households with direct health care costs is that Bulgaria is the EU's lowest 

income country. And the third reason is that attracting attention to the high burden of households with 

direct health care costs shows the deep insolvency of the healthcare model in Bulgaria and the poor 

regulatory framework through which the model is constructed and implemented. Other facts also 

confirm this - for example, the huge corruption in the system and the country's first EU mortality rate 

that is preventable.  

The study of Bojidar Ivkov and his colleagues shows that the budgetary burden of households 

of persons with disabilities with pocket health expenses is even higher than the already too high 
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average burden of Bulgarian households. In other words, those who need special support and care are 

in the worst state. 

3. The definition of the "life situation of people with disabilities", such as "the totality of the 

living conditions and the opportunities for development of the disabled people that exist in a society" 

is also worth mentioning. I like the very concept of a life situation because it seems to me to be 

reminiscent of A. Sen's famous notion of "capability". Undoubtedly, the use and application of this 

notion in a particular problematic field deserves recognition. It made it possible to study the processes 

of reducing the rights and benefits of persons with disabilities during the transition years by 

comparative analysis of the titles of basic normative documents in the field of social policy towards 

disabled people, as well as the definitions of basic concepts in this field. . 

4. The picture of the disability and the attitude towards people with disabilities over the 

centuries should undoubtedly be emphasized also. I agree that this is an innovative attempt for 

Bulgarian historiography and sociological literature to reconstruct the treatment of people with 

disabilities throughout human history. Not only does the survey track changes in the nature of 

disability and attitudes towards people with disabilities across different eras, it also provides a good 

basis for comparisons. (monograph # 1) 

 

5. Contribution of the applicant to collective publications 

All contributions listed, including those that I have specifically highlighted, belong solely to 

the applicant and have been published either in stand-alone publications or in parts of the collective 

publications he has elaborated. 

 

6. Reflection of the scientific publications of the candidate in the academic literature 

The applicant has submitted a sufficient number of 16 citations, through which he has scored 

points above the required minimum. Out of the total number 11 are citations in monographs and 

collective volumes with scientific review and 5 are citations or reviews in non-refereed journals with 

scientific review. 

7. Critical notes of the reviewer on submitted papers 

I have no critical remarks 

8. The reviewer's personal impressions of the applicant and other themes not mentioned in the 

preceding paragraphs 

My personal impressions are that the applicant Bojidar Ivkov possesses high professional 

skills, and the long and fruitful efforts made have produced impressive scientific results. 

 

9. Reasoned and clearly formulated conclusion. 
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I highly value the professional skills and work of Assoc. Prof., DSc Bojidar Ivkov and propose 

to the Honourable Scientific Jury to unanimously confirm B. Ivkov's application for "Professor" at the 

Institute of Philosophy and Sociology for "Public Policies and Social Change" Department. 

Sofia, 02.2020 

Signature: ……………… 

(D. Minev) 


